
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

competition regulation for a growing and inclusive economy. 

BACKGROUND & SUMMARY 

PRICE DISCRIMINATION PROVISION 

One of the amendments that seeks to support fair participation in the economy by SMEs and 

HDP firms is the new price discrimination provision. SME and HDP firms are frequently 

charged higher prices than larger firms for critical inputs simply because they are small or not 

part of favoured trading relationships, and not due to genuine objective justifications based on 

differences in costs of supply these firms.  

The higher prices resulting from this inequitable bargaining position makes SME and HDP 

firms less competitive and is a further unnecessary hurdle in the way of efforts to establish 

and grow their businesses.  

The previous price discrimination clause set an unrealistically high legal standard for 

demonstrating such impacts, namely requiring complainants to show that broader competition 

is substantially harmed by their treatment, not just that they are harmed. This is addressed in 

the new section 9(1)(a)(ii), whereby price discrimination by dominant sellers is prohibited if it 

is likely to have the effect of impeding the effective participation of SMEs and HDP firms.  

The Draft Guidelines primarily focus on how the Commission will interpret ‘likely effect on 

impeding effective participation’. In so doing, the guidelines aim to bring a greater degree of 

certainty to firms that seek to comply with the Act, and for potential complainants as to when 

their treatment is likely to constitute a contravention and when not. Greater certainty and clear 

safe harbours for conduct is important since hundreds or thousands of such supply 

negotiations are taking place nationally on a daily basis. These cannot be the subject of 

complex legal assessments.  

In essence, the guidelines set the following assessment criteria: 

1. First, the extent of discrimination will be determined by reference to the lowest price 

charged by the firm compared to the price charged to the complainant. Complainants 

must fall within the SME or HDP firm categories which have been stipulated by the 

Ministerial regulations. The Commission will also determine if the discrimination faced 

by the complainant is representative of the discrimination faced by the class of firms.  

2. Second, the Commission will determine how important the input purchased is for the 

complainant, either in terms of their variable costs of production or as a driver of 

demand for their own products or services. For instance, the price of some key value 

items drive footfall in the retail trade. The complainant will be presumed to be 

representative of the class of firms affected.  

3. Third, the Commission will determine whether getting the better price would enable the 

SME or HDP firm to drop price and drive more sales volumes, or otherwise raise its 

profitability such that investments in the business are more feasible. The purpose is to 

ensure that enforcement focuses on material price discrimination and not trivial cases.  
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4. If a prima facie case is established using this approach, then the respondent will have 

justify why the differential exists based on objective cost reasons, excluding those 

costs linked to purely volumes purchased alone.  

To provide an even greater degree of guidance and certainty, the Commission guidelines also 

provide some safe harbours, or price differences below which the Commission will not proceed 

to investigate. These safe harbours are price differences of less than 5% for important inputs 

(i.e. constituting 20% or more of variable costs) and less than 10% for all other inputs.  

The Commission will also engage in dispute resolution between complainants and 

respondents at the screening stage in order to resolve the complaint without the need for 

litigation if possible. Respondents facing multiple complainants and with a clear discriminatory 

policy will be prioritised for investigation and prosecution.  

BUYER POWER PROVISION 

The other amendment that seeks to support fair participation in the economy by SMEs and 

HDP firms is the buyer power provision. The weak bargaining position of SME and HDP firms 

is sometimes exploited by powerful buyers to unfairly suppress prices or impose trading 

conditions which unfairly transfer costs or risks onto these suppliers. In terms of the new 

section 8(4)(a), it is prohibited for a dominant buyer to impose unfair prices or trading 

conditions on SMEs and HDP firms. This provision only applies to sectors designated by the 

Minister. Draft regulations currently cite three sectors, namely agro-processing, grocery 

wholesale/retail and online intermediation services.   

The Draft Guidelines set out how the Commission will determine whether a price or trading 

condition is unfair. The preconditions that need to be fulfilled are that the complainant is an 

SME or HDP firm, and the respondent is a dominant buyer in one of the designated sectors. 

In determining the dominance status of a buyer, the Commission will consider factors such as 

the nature and level of dependency of suppliers on the buyer, the strategic importance of the 

buyer in the market, and alternative distribution avenues and sales channels for the suppliers.  

In determining whether an unfair price is imposed on the complainant, the Commission will 

use two primary means of assessment: 

1. Whether the price paid to the SME/HDP firm is lower relative to larger, more favoured 

suppliers for like products. The Commission will only consider cases where that 

difference is at least 5% or more.  

2. Where a unilateral and/or retrospective reduction in price has been imposed on the 

complainant, and which is not the subject of agreement in a supply contract. 

3. If the Commission establishes a prima facie case on this basis then the buyer bears 

the onus to demonstrate that the price adjustment is objectively justified, and the size 

of adjustment is reasonably related to that justification.  

In determining whether a trading condition is unfair, the Commission will use the general test 

of whether the condition unreasonably transfers risks and/or costs onto the supplier, is unduly 

onerous or one-sided, and if it is not proportionate to the objective of the agreement. The 

Commission will also have regard to trading conditions that have been found to be unfair in 

other jurisdictions.  
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In order to aid compliance, the Draft Guidelines set out a non-exhaustive list of trading terms 

the Commission considers to be unfair. For grocery and agro-processing, these include: 

• Payment terms longer than 30 days for perishable products, and 60 days for other 

• Requiring payments from the supplier unrelated to the sale of the product 

• Cancelling orders for the supply of perishable products at short notice 

• Requiring payments for wastage or complaints where it is not due to negligence of the 

supplier 

• Unilateral changes to key terms to the supply contract 

• Payments for listing, merchandising, promotions, advertising and unsold products 

unless contained in the supply agreement in clear terms and the payments are 

reasonably related to the costs which will be quantified by the buyer.  

For online intermediation services these include: 

• Differential and favourable treatment of goods supplied by the online service producer 

• Ranking suppliers exclusively or primarily on payments by suppliers 

• Restrictions on selling the same products through other means 

• The use of data gathered on the supplier’s sales to enter into competition with it 

• Requirements to waive the supplier’s rights to personal data protection in terms of the 

POPI Act.   

ENDS. 


